
Data Architecture & Cloud Computing

In this master program, students will acquire competences to methodically design, 
test, operate and develop complex and demanding data pipelines. 
The focus is on the analysis of data, which not only forms the basis for new repre-
sent business models, but also enables the use of AI techniques to enormous in-
creases in business efficiency.

Highlights
. Flexible study model in trimesters

(full-time & part-time possible)
. Practical problem-solving exercises,  

analysis and application in RealLabs,  
advanced corporate projects in co- 
operation with the UDS partner com- 
panies

. Imparting modern content and skills  
for in demand Big Data Solutions, e.g.  
Apache Kafka, Spark, Nimble, Airflow or  
Superset

. Practical work in a modern, cloud-ba- 
sed programming environment with  
24/7 availability

. International network of universities  
and companies

. Access to innovation, sustainability  
and international start-ups

Core Competences
Data engineers can quickly acquire 
knowledge in even unknown techno-
logy.
The students are thus able to keep pace 
with the ongoing emergence of new 
technologies in the fast-paced data 
science field.
Students can use complex data-driven 
applications, products and are com-
petent to create and operate models 
business in companies.

Qualifications 
. Practical knowledge and understan- 

ding of methodical planning and im- 
plementation of modern data-driven  
solutions

. Analysis, structuring and evaluation  
of complex challenges of various typ- 
ical big data scenarios, e.g. IoT,  
Clickstream Analysis and Recommen- 
dation Engines

. Relevant knowledge of large data- 
bases concerning modern tools for  
storage, analysis, processing and  
visualization 

. Analysis and evaluation of typical  
problems and challenges arising from  
the operation and the further de- 
velopment of powerful and complex  
data pipelines

. Methodical use of data within modern  
AI-based solutions or data science  
analysis

Job Prospects
Job opportunities include inter alia:
Chief Data Officer (CDO) or (Chief/Se-
nior) Data Engineer, Data Architect, Big 
Data Engineer, Enterprise Architect, Data 
Scientist or the role of Chief Technology 
Officer (CTO) in data-driven start-ups
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Requirements & Admission
. First university degree (Bachelor or di- 

ploma) of at least 180 ECTS, regardless  
of discipline

. Very good spoken and written English

. Successful assessment center/admis- 
sion interview

Learning Experience 
          The UDS relies on new and digital learning methods, whereby self-learning  
          phases are combined with face-to-face events (blended learning)

Contact
UDS | University of Digital Science | Marlene-Dietrich-Allee 14 | 14482 Potsdam |  
Germany | +49 (331) 968 920 20 | info@uds.university | www.uds.university

Location
Study & network in the space of the Ber-
lin-Brandenburg metropolitan region

Costs
. 1.125€ per month 
. Total cost 27.000€
. Scholarships possible 
. Variable financing options at the UDS

Planned Start
          Spring 2023
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Structure & Modules
. 120 ECTS (CP) are intended for the  

master program 
. Basic modules (key competences)  

= 30 CP
. Specialization modules = 30 CP
. Optional industry specialization = 30 CP
. Master thesis = 30 CP
. The master program will be held in  

English
. The master program is full-time and  

can be studied part-time
. The academic year is divided into tri- 

mesters


